
Ed T's Backcountry Roll-Up Cylinder Stove 

Assembly Instructions 

 

The stove is extremely hot when burning, Do Not Touch with bare hands. 

 

Lay all stove parts in front of you. 

 

Unroll stove body from the tight transport roll and roll into shape 

Place cable body rings around stove body; 3 rings for the 12" & 4 rings for the 22". Position one 

on each end with the 3rd or remaining 2 depending on stove length spaced evenly. The body 

rings  are mainly a safety net to keep the cylinder shape. 



 

Screw legs into T-Nuts on front and back sections. The all-thread should go to the end of the T-

Nut only. 

 



 

Place stove back face down, making sure turnbuckles are straight and out of the way and set 

the stove body onto the back, lining the leg holes with the body notches and the pipe port to 

the rear. The body rings may slide down. They can be re-positioned once the stove is horizontal. 



 



 



 

Set the front on top of the stove body, again making sure the pot stabilizer rails and bottom 

tension cable are to the outside. The snap link on the stabilizer rails and the loop on the tension 

cable slip over the open end of the turnbuckle. 

 

Engage all three turnbuckles, tightening each only until the slack is removed at first. Tighten 

until very snug but don't over tighten (over tightening will wrinkle the stove body near the pipe 

port.) Be sure the ends are tight against the stove body. 



 



 



Stand stove in upright burning position and check tension on the turnbuckles and make sure 

the cable body rings are front and back and then evenly spaced. 

 

Pot Stabilizer Rails: 

These should contact the edge of your pot. There are two positions. If you have a wide pot 

move the snap hooks to the wide position in front. The 22" stove must have the stabilizer rails 

removed for transport. The 12" rails will fold back over the stove front.  

 

Damper/Spark Screen 

The stove is designed to be used with a damper only,  or with a damper and spark screen. My 

preference is damper only, but more attention must be paid to prevent sparks. Assembly is as 

follows: 

The damper collar  has two opposing holes for the damper. This allows the damper to be 

removed for transport. To insert the damper, slip the hook end of the damper into one of the 

holes from the inside and gently work the damper plate back and started down into the collar. 

Lightly squeeze the collar to make an oval, allowing the short end of the damper rod to slide 

into the other hole from the inside. Squeeze the collar back to a round profile. 

 



 

The damper collar is then placed into the stove body with the ends resting on top of the 

turnbuckles. There is a small punched hole at the bottom of the damper collar as an indicator. 

This end goes into the stove pipe port. It is important to have the damper rod tight to the 

turnbuckles to provide some tension. 

Indicator Hole goes into the stove body. 



 



 

The stove pipe can  now be placed onto the damper collar tight to the damper rod from the top 

if you aren't using the spark screen collar. If using the spark screen, the spark screen collar goes 

between the damper collar and the pipe. The spark screen collar should rest tight on the top of 

the damper rod when using it. The pipe then goes onto the spark screen collar with the crimped 

end up into the pipe. Take care not to place the pipe below the spark screen slot. The pipe rings 

will hold it into position. Reverse for disassembly and place the collar/collars over the rolled 

stove body. 

 

Pipe: 

The first roll is the most difficult, as after one burn the pipe will take a "set" and roll right into 

shape. For the first roll, I recommend doing it at home or at least where you have some help. I 

like to roll the pipe around a piece of 2" PVC or a large wooden closet dowel. Make the initial 

roll tight and if you have help, have them place pipe rings along the pipe. Make sure the roll is 

straight and not angled. After the rings are on, remove the inner PVC or closet rod and work 

one end stove ring away from the end enough to place the single inner spacer ring into the pipe 

end. Then slide the pipe ring back toward this end. This will be the top of the pipe. 

Then slide the pipe into the stove jack before attaching to the stove collar. Again, slide the 

bottom most pipe ring up enough to slip over the pipe collar; at least a foot to eighteen inches. 



Work the bottom pipe ring down as close to the collar as it will go. Now gently place the 

collar/pipe into the stove body. You can reach into the stove with one hand to provide some 

backing while placing it into the stove pipe port. 

Make sure the pipe is free in the stove jack, fairly straight and not contacting anything 

flammable. 

Before starting a fire, remove grass, needle duff and other flammable materials from below 

the stove. The stove is low to the ground for stability and heat output. 

Make sure damper is in the vertical position and if using a spark screen place it no more than a 

third of the way into the slot until the fire begins to draw. 

 

To build a fire, lay two sticks in the stove bottom, parallel to the stove body. Place fine kindling 

across these sticks, leaving space at the front for tinder and then add more kindling this time 

again parallel. You can place a few larger sticks, but mostly keep it small until a good fire is 

going. I then place my tinder (cotton pad smeared with Vaseline) on the door. Using a fire steel, 

match or lighter, ignite the tinder and flip it into the stove where it should be under the 

kindling. Close the door and as the fire drafts up the pipe, you can insert the spark screen all the 

way. 

Damper Control 

The damper serves double duty. It can slow a runaway fire, but most importantly  it allows the 

heat to remain in the stove rather than going up the pipe. It takes a little practice to decide how 

much to turn the damper. Too much (to the horizontal position) and the stove will smoke. It is 

recommended to open the damper to the vertical position before opening the door to feed the 

fire, otherwise you may get a puff of smoke. 

Spark screen: 

If burning very resinous wood, you may have to remove the spark screen and tap it on the 

ground to remove the soot build up. 

Maintaining a fire: 

Feed a mix of small, medium and large stick to achieve the best burn. 

Important Notes: 

The stove is extremely hot when burning, Do Not Touch 



The damper and door cable handle can be too hot to touch at times. I recommend using the 

silicone pot grabber that comes with the stove when opening the door or adjusting the damper 

or spark screen. I always carry a pair of mini-channel lock pliers. These allow me to operate hot 

stove parts, can be used as a pot gripper and have many other uses in camp. 

For the initial burn do not place a pot on the stove top. This will allow the stove to burn to 

shape. 

The hottest place on the stove is right next to the pipe. 

Very resinous wood, commonly known as fatwood is excellent as a fire starter, but don't burn 

too much. It has intense heat and extreme soot production. 

The stove top may form a slight wrinkle to flat between the stabilizer rails. This is normal and as 

long as the turnbuckles are tensioned properly should not be excessive. 

It will likely take you much longer to read these instructions than it will to assemble your stove, 

especially after the first time. 

If you have any questions, email me at: edtsbackcountry@gmail.com 


